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The high-resolution electronic-vibrational-rotational spectrum of the 2A  2A 
electronic transition of the HO2 radical in the region 1.22–1.27 m was studied. The 
spectrum was obtained by the method of intracavity laser spectroscopy. The spectrum was 
calculated using Polo's formulas for slightly asymmetric prolate tops. Analysis of the 
spectra yielded accurate values for the rotational constants of the 2A A(001) and 

2A A(020) states and the vibrational frequencies 0 and 3 of the 2A A state. It was 
established that the forbidden K = 0 transitions occur. A possible mechanism (Coriolis 
interaction of the close-lying 2A(001) and 2A(010) levels) explaining their appearance is 
proposed. It is shown based on calculations that vibrationally excited HO2 radicals are 
formed in the 2A(010) state via the reaction CH3O+O2  CH2O+HO2. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The free radical HO2 has been under intense study 
for the last few years. The necessity for studying this 
radical is explained by the fact that it is a very 
important intermediate product in the combustion and 
transformation of different impurities in the 
atmosphere. The HO2 radical was first detected 
spectroscopically in Ref. 1, where the IR-spectrum in 
an argon matrix was obtained. In Refs. 2–4 it was 
identified in the gas phase based on the 
UV-absorption. The UV-absorption spectrum in the 
region 1800–2700 Å is continuous and has a maximum 
at about 2100 Å. Walsh predicted the existence of a 
low-lying electronic state.5 In 1974 Becker and Fink6 
obtained the near-IR emission spectrum in the interval 
1.2–2.1 m in the reaction system O/O2(

1g)/C2H4. 
The strongest band in the 1.43 m region was ascribed 
to the transition 2A(000)  2A(000) of the HO2 
radical. In Ref. 7 some of the same bands were obtained 
by the method of absorption spectroscopy using 
mercury-photosensitized decomposition of hydrogen in 
the presence of oxygen to obtain the HO2 radical. 
Because of their low resolution both studies gave little 
spectroscopic information about the first excited state of 
the HO2 radical and confirmed only Walsh’s data.5 

An intermediate-resolution emission spectrum of 
the bands 2A(001)  2A(000) of the radicals HO2 
and DO2 were obtained in Ref. 8. Becker and Fink8 
were able to determine the energies of the vibrational 
levels for both electronic states 2A and 2A right up to 
3 = 3 and  = 6, respectively. 

A high-resolution emission spectrum of the band 
2A  2A in the region 1.43 m was first obtained in 
Ref. 9, but the signal/noise ratio was too low. A much 

better emission spectrum in the region 1.43–1.51 m 
was obtained in Ref. 10. A high-resolution spectrum 
of the HO2 radical in the region 1.22–1.27 m has not 
been obtained up to now. 

In this paper we examine the high-resolution 
electron-vibrational-rotational absorption spectrum of 
the HO2 radical in the region 1.22–1.27 m. The 
spectrum was obtained by the method of intracavity 
laser spectroscopy (ICLS) using a spectrometer with an 
F2- color center laser.11 

The detection of peroxide radicals by the ICLS 
method, in which high sensitivity is combined with high 
spectral and temporal resolution, gives a new method of 
diagnostics and study of processes involving peroxide 
radicals that has a number of advantages over UV 
detection. 
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS  
FOR OBTAINING THE SPECTRUM  

OF THE HO2 RADICAL 
 

The method of IR ICLS employed in this work to 
record the spectrum in the 1.25 m region is described 
in Ref. 11. The absorption spectra of HO2 radicals 
(the transition 2A  2A) in the region 1.22–1.27 m 
was recorded using a laser with an active element 
based on  2F  color centers in an LiF crystal. The 
arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 

The laser cavity is formed by two spherical mirrors 
(2.5). The active element was optically pumped in an 
almost longitudinal scheme by radiation from a 
neodymium laser which operated in the free-lasing 
mode. The lasing parameters of the pump laser were 
selected so as to obtain spike-free lasing of the crystal in 
the entire spectral tuning range. A prism (4), consisting 
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of heavy flint, was inserted into the cavity in order to be 
able to tune the lasing spectrum continuously. The 
tuning was performed by rotating the mirror (5). Tuning 
was performed in the range 1.1–1.28 m with a laser 
spectrum width of 3–15 nm. The lasing time ranged 
from 80 to 200 s. A reaction cell (3), consisting of a 
quartz cylinder 1.6 cm in diameter and 15 cm long, was 
placed inside the cavity. Photolysis of the reaction 
mixture was performed by radiation from two IFP-200 
xenon flashlamps with up to 400 J of electrical energy 
per pulse. The probe pulse of the 2F  color center laser 
was injected following photolysis after a regulatable 
delay time. Radiation was extracted from the laser 
cavity by means of reflection from one of the working 
surfaces of the crystal, which was bevel led at an angle 
of 5 to the axis of the resonator. 
 

 
 

FIG. 1. Arrangement of the experimental 
apparatus: 1) focusing system; 2, 5) cavity 
mirrors of the color-center laser; 3) reaction cell; 
4) prism; 6) spectrograph. 

 

The lasing spectrum of the color-center laser was 
recorded photographically on 1–3 film with the help 
of a laboratory diffraction spectrograph (6), assembled 
based on a UF-90 autocollimation camera. 

The effective resolution was equal to 0.02 nm 
( 0.13 cm–1) and the inverse dispersion was equal to 
4.1–4.8 nm/cm. The absorption spectrum was 
referenced to the wavelengths in the tuning range of 
the laser based on the absorption spectrum of the 
atmosphere12 and the emission lines of electrodeless 
neon lamps with conversion of the wavelengths into 
the required order. The spectra obtained were analyzed 
on an IFO-451 microphotometer. 

Photolysis of mixtures of chlorine, oxygen, and 
methyl alcohol (or hydrogen) with the following 
compositions were employed as the source of HO2 
radicals: Cl2 (0.2–0.5 torr), CH4OH (0.1–2.5 torr) 
and O2 (9–15 torr) or Cl2 (3–4 torr), H2 
(50–100 torr) and .O2 (400 torr). 

Such methods for obtaining HO2 radicals are well 
known and widely employed. The HO2 radicals are 
formed as a result of the following reactions: 
 

Cl2 + h  2Cl, 
 

Cl + CH3OH  CH2OH + HCl, 
 

CH2OH + O2  HO2 + CH2O, 
 
or 
 

Cl + H2  HCl + H, 
 

H + O2 + M  HO2 + M. 
 

The spectrum presented in Fig. 2 was obtained 
under the following conditions: 
 

Cl (1.0 torr), CH3OH (0.4 torr), O2 (10 torr). 
 

 

 
 

FIG. 2. The spectrum of the HO2 radical in the region 1.22–1.27 m 
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Fig. 2. Continuation 
 

In observations of the spectrum with different time 
delays after the photolyzing pulse it was found that the 
spectrum vanishes after about 4  103 m, i.e., the 
lifetime of the observed intermediate state is short. In 
addition, adding nitrogen oxide to the reaction mixture 
sharply reduced the lifetime of this compound. The 
spectrum was not observed when any component of the 
mixture was not present in the cell. Further, the observed 
lines were found in the region 1.22–1.27 m, which is 
also the region of the maximum of the absorption band 
HO2 

2A(001)  2A(000).8 

We observed the identical spectrum in the system 
CO2 – H2 – O2,

11 and HO2 must be regarded s the 
only radical common to both systems. 

To confirm finally the fact that the observed 
spectrum belongs to the HO2 radical Bulatov et al.11 
performed experiments with deuterated methanol. 
Since the HO2 radicals are formed from the oxygen 
present in the mixture and the hydrogen atoms from the 
hydroxyl group of methanol, when the hydrogen atom 
is replaced by a deuterium atom one would expect the 
appearance of the radical DO2. Indeed, with the use of 
the alcohols CH3OD and CD3OD a spectrum with a 
different arrangement of the lines and ratio of 
intensities was recorded: the DO2 spectrum 

(2A  2A). In Ref. 11 when CD3OH was used the 
spectrum of the HO2 radical was observed once again. 
Thus, using kinetic methods, Bulatov et al.11 showed that 
the observed spectrum belonged to the HO2 radical. 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE SPECTRUM  
OF THE HO2 RADICAL 

 
We shall study the rotational structure of the 

electronic transition A2A  2X A of the HO2 radical. 
Taking into account the centrifugal deformation the 
rotational term F(N, K) of nearly a prolate symmetric 
top molecules is described by the formula13: 
 

 
 

 
 

 (1) 
 
where A is a rotational constant, corresponding to the 
rotation around the axis of the top; the axis of the top 
practically coincides with the 0–0 boud in the HO2 
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molecule; Â is a rotational constant corresponding to 
the rotation around an axis perpendicular to the axis of 
the top, but lying in the plane of HO2; C is a rotational 
constant corresponding to the rotation around an axis 
perpendicular to the plane of the radical (the z-axis); 

b = 
2

C B

A B C


 

 is the asymmetry parameter; Dk, 

DNK, and DN are the centrifugal stretching constants; 
B K

eff  and D K
eff  are asymmetry constants which are 

functions of b and Ê and assume the following 
approximate values: 
 

 for K = 0 and K =  3; 

 

 for K = 1; 

 

 for K = 2; 

 

 for K = 0; 

 

 for K = 1; 

 

 for K = 2; 
 

0 for K  3.  (2) 
 

The  sign in these formulas corresponds to K 
doubling. This doubling is maximal in levels with 
Ê = 0. It increases as N increases and decreases as Ê 
increases. For molecules with such weak asymmetry as 
the HO2 molecule., all rotational levels with Ê  3 can 
be regarded as unsplit. 

The electronic transition 2A  2A in the HO2 
molecule, studied in this work, is a transition of the 
C-type with the nonzero transition moment oriented 
perpendicular to the plane of the molecule. The 
selection rules for transitions of this type have the form 
 

 
 

Using Polo’s formulas13 and the selection rules for 
electronic-vibrational-rotational transitions we analyzed 
some of the subbands observed in the spectrum of HO2, 
independently of one another. By reducing the observed 
wave numbers of the lines to the expression 
 

 
 

we were able to obtain the effective values of 0, X, and 
Ó, from which we then obtained the true values of the 
rotational constants. The reduction of the experimental 
values of the wave numbers of the lines of all branches in 
the 2A  2A electronic band to a quadratic form was 
performed by the method of least squares (MLS). The 
second possible method for determining the rotational 
constants — the method of combination differences — 

was not employed in this work owing to the difficulty of 
identifying the weak lines of the P and R branches. 
 
3.1. ANALYSIS OF THE 2A(0.001)  2A(000) 
ELECTRONIC BAND OF THE RADICAL HO2 
 

The most noticeable feature of the spectrum is the 
very strong sequence of lines starting at  7972 cm–1, 
which was ascribed to the K = 0  K = 1 
Q-branch. The K = 1  K = 0 Q-branch, the 
intensity of whose lines relaches a maximum in the 
region 7919.5 cm–1 (Fig. 2), is less noticeable in the 
spectrum. 
 
TABLE I. The molecular constants of HO2 
2A(123)  2A (123) cm

–1 
 

 
 

Note. a) according to the data of Ref. 10; 
b) Ref. 16; c) Ref. 15; d) Ref. 14; and, 
e) Ref. 17. 

 

Using the results of reduction of the lines of the 
strongest K = 0  K = 0 Q-branch to the 
quadratic form N(N + 1) as well as more accurate 
values of the rotational constants for the ground state 
(Refs. 14 and 15, Table I), we obtained the following 
values for the rotational constants of the 2A(001) state: 
 

A = 19.74  0.074 cm–1; DN = 1.1044  10–5 cm–1; 
 

B = 1.019  0.000 cm–1; DNK = 1.2  10–4 cm–1; 
 

C = 0.9661  0.000 cm–1; DK = 4.1  10–3 cm–1; 
 

0(2A(001)  2A(000)) = 7960.938  0.074 cm–1; 
 

3(2A(001)  2A(000)) = 931.46  0.074 cm–1; 
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The values obtained for the rotational constants and 
the vibrational frequencies enabled us to calculate 
completely the structure of the 2A(001)  2A(000) 
band. Comparing the computed values of the wave 
numbers with the experimental data we also described 
(aside from K = 0  K = 0 and K = 1  K = 0 Q) 
also some other weaker branches. We did not observe 
spin splitting in any of the branches described. 

K = 0 transitions (parallel band). In Refs. 7 
and 10 it was observed in an analysis of the 
2A(000)  2A(000) emission band that anomalous 
unidentified lines were present near the start of the 
band. In Ref. 10 all anomalous lines were ascribed to 
the R-branches of the forbidden K = 0 transitions. 
We also observed an analogous pattern in the analysis 
of the 2A(001)  2A(000) perpendicular band. It 
should be noted that in analyzing the spectrum it is 
difficult to establish whether or not the anomalous 
lines (K = 0) observed in the spectrum belong to 
transitions of the type + +  – +, + –  – – or 
+ +  + +, – +  – + owing to the closeness of the 
values of the wave numbers of the corresponding 
lines. In analyzing the spectrum, however, we were 
able to observe a quite strong K = 0  K = 0 
Q-branch. Its appearance would be impossible, if the 
transitions obey the selection rules + +  – +. 
Based on this it was concluded that all anomalous 
lines belong to transitions of the type + +  + + 
and – +  – +, which are forbidden in accordance 
with the selection rules presented above. 
 

3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE 2A(020)  2A(010) 
TRANSITION 

 
In analyzing the 2A(001)  2A(000) band we 

were not able to associate the quite strong and 
well-resolved system of lines in the high-frequency of 
the spectrum at 8240 cm–1 with any branches of the 
indicated band. The only transition which could have 
been realized in this I spectral region for the HO^ 
molecule is the hot l transition 2A(020)  2A(010). 
Because of the fact that this transition has not been 
observed by anyone, there were also no data on the 
rotational constants of the upper 2A(020) state. 
Making the assumption that the rotational constants 
of the 2A(020) state do not differ much from the 
analogous values for the 2A(010) state, which were 
determined in Ref. 10, we calculated to a first 
approximation the rotational structure of the hot 
transition 2A(020)  2A(010). Based on the 
calculations performed we established that the system 
of lines observed near 8240 cm–1 could be associated 
with the K = 3  K = 4 Q-branch of the 
transition 2A(020)  2A(010). Subsequent  
MLS analysis of this branch enabled us to calculate 
the effective values of the rotational constants  
0, X, and Y, from which we obtained the following 
values of the molecular constants of the  
2A(020) state: 
 

A = 22.957  0.052 cm–1; 
 

B = 1.0284  0.000 cm–1;  
 

C = 0.9755  0.000 cm–1;  
 

D = 1.3729  10 cm–1; 
 

0(2A(020)  2A(010)) = 8070.166  0.052 cm–1; 
 

2(2A(020)  2A(010)) = 1145.95  0.052 cm–1; 
 

We assumed, in so doing, that the values of DNK and 
DK not change in the transition 2A(020)  2A(010). 
The values we obtained enabled us to evaluate the 
magnitude of the anharmonicity constant for the 
deformation vibration. It turned out to be equal to 
X2 = –69.55 cm–1. 

Using the values obtained for the rotational 
constants of the 2A(020) state we repeated the 
calculation of the rotational structure of the band 
2A(020)  2A(010). Comparing the computed values 
and the experimental data of the wave numbers of the 
lines we able to describe (in addition to the 
K = 3  K = 4 Q-branch) several other branches 
within the indicated transition (Table II). . 

For the 2A(020)  2A(010) band we also observed 
the forbidden K = 0 transitions, whose intensity, 
however, was lower than for the corresponding 
transitions 2A(001)  2A(000). We identified a total 
sum of about 850 lines. Some of them are given in 
Table II. 
 

4. DISCUSSION 
 

Analysis of the absorption bands in the 
1.22–1.27 m region in the near-IR part of the spectrum 
enabled us to obtain a large amount of new spectroscopic 
information about the 2A electronic state of the HO2 
radical. Analysis revealed, however, two important 
problems: the presence of strong K = 0 lines in the 
2A  2A transition of the C-type and serious 
differences between our value of 3 for the 2A state and 
the value presented in Ref. 10. We shall examine these 
questions in turn. 
 

4.1 PRESENCE OF STRONG K = 0 LINES IN 
THE C–TYPE 2A  2A TRANSITION 

 

We also observed the presence of weak forbidden 
K = 0 bands in electronic transitions of the C-type 
K = ±1 for other triatomic molecules — HCO, HNF, 
HSiBr, and HSiCl. We attributed their appearance to 
the turning of the axes. The analysis performed in 
Ref. 10 showed, however, that the rotational constant A 
changes only from 20.358 to 19.74 cm–1 in the transition 

2 2A A X A    of the radical HO2, and therefore the 
molecular geometry should not change significantly in 
this transition. This is confirmed by the small change in 
the HOO valence angle from 104 in the 2A electronic 
state to 192.7 in the 2A electronic state.10 As a result of 
this, the axis-turning mechanism cannot be the main 
reason for the appearance of the K = 0 lines the 
spectrum of HO2. 
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Table II. The experimental and computed positions of the lines of the transition 2A  2A 
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Other factors, such as taking into account the 
off-diagonal elements of the spin-rotational interaction 
tensor in the 2A electronic state of HO2 (Ref. 14) and 
the Renner-Teller interaction between the vibrational 
level of the 2A and 2A electronic states,10 also cannot 
explain a number of phenomena that we observed in the 
analysis of the spectrum of the HO2 radical (for 
example, the fact that the K = 0 transitions for 
2A(001)  2A(000) are not weaker than the 
analogous transitions for 2A(000)  2A(000). For 
this reason we proposed that the interaction of the 
rotation with the electronic-vibrational motion, i.e., 
the Coriolis interaction of the 2A(001) and 2A(010) 
levels, the splitting between which is  250 cm–1 is 
mainly responsible for the appearance of the strong 
K = 0 lines. This proposition is in agreement with 
Jahn's rule, according to which two vibrations of a 
rotating molecule will interact as a result of the 
appearance of Coriolis forces only in the case when the 
product of their electronic-vibrational symmetry types 
contains the rotational symmetry type.18 

 

 
 
FIG. 3. The transitions between the rotation levels 
owing to the Coriolis interaction of the 2A(010) and 
2A(001) electronic-vibrational states. The arrows 
connect the electronic-vibrational states whose 
rotational levels interact with one another. The 
interacting rotational levels have the same values of J. 
 

Consider the electronic-vibrational transition 
2A(001)  2A(000). Since the 2A(010) state, which 

can interact with the 2A(001) state, lies adjacent to the 
2A(001) state it turns out that a transition from the 
upper rotational levels of the 2A(001) state to  the levels 
of the 2A(010) state is possible. Since the mixing is due 
to rotation around the Z-axis levels with values of K 
differing by ±1 can perturb one another.13 Figure 3 
shows a diagram of the energy levels for this case. 

The Coriolis interaction can occur only between 
states with identical values of J (or N) having the same 
electronic-vibrational-rotational types of symmetry 
(the latter are indicated in Fig. 3 next to the 
corresponding symmetry properties of the rotational 
wave functions). 

As one can see from Fig. 3 the electronic-vibrational 
levels of the 2A(001) state with K = 0 mix with the 
levels of the 2A(010) state with K = 1; the levels of the 
2A(001) state with K = 0 and 2, etc. For this reason 
transitions with K = 0 and ±2 are possible, i.e., q, s, 
and î branches form in the subbands. The transitions 
obey the selection rules + +  + +, – +  – +, 
– –  – – and + –  + –. These transitions are 
forbidden by the selection rules presented above for the 
types of symmetry of an asymmetric top. These selection 
rules are, however, not strict; but, strict selection rules 
however, satisfied for the 
electronic-vibrational-rotational types of symmetry in 
spite of the breakdown of the selection rules for the 
rotational types of symmetry (according to the rules for 
the electronic-vibrational-rotational types of symmetry 
for molecules of the point symmetry group Cs the 
transition A  A is an allowed electronic-vibrational
-rotational transition13). 

Thus the proposed mechanism apparently explains 
not only the appearance of transitions with K = 0 in 
the spectrum, but also the fact that the observed 
transitions obey "anomalous" selection rules 
+ +  + + and – +  – +. 
 
4.2. DIFFERENCES IN 3 FOR THE HO2 RADICAL 

(2A) 
 

Our value 3 = 931.46 cm–1 agrees with the 
results of the investigation of the absorption spectrum 
of HO2,

7 but disagrees seriously with the value 
3 = 985 cm–1 obtained in Ref. 10 in a study of the 
high-resolution emission spectrum. This value of 3 
(Ref. 10) was obtained, however, in an analysis of the 
hot transition 2A(001)  2A(001) i.e., it was 
evaluated only indirectly. Holstein at al.,19 for 
example, believe that at least some of the lines ascribed 
in Ref. 10 to the 3 31 1       transitions from the 

lowest K levels actually belong to the stronger 

3 30 0       transitions from high K levels, so 

that in Ref. 10 3 was not evaluated correctly. 
 
4.3. UNASSIGNED LINES IN THE SPECTRUM 

 
In analyzing the spectrum we observed a strong 

sequence of lines in the region 7917–7927 cm–1 that 
could not be described by any of the branches of the 
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2A(020)  2A(010) and 2A(001)  2A(000) 
transitions. We conjecture that this sequence of lines 
can correspond to the K = 0 K = 1 Q-branch of the 
hot transition 2A(002)  2A(001). 

We were also not able to describe the 
high-frequency edge in the region 8252.4 cm–1. One 
radical in addition to HO2 which, in our opinion, could 
give this edge is the radical CH3O 
 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Thus in this paper we studied the high-resolution 
absorption spectrum of the radical HO2 in the region 
1.22–1.27 m. We calculated the rotational structure 
of the bands A 2A(001)  X 2A(000) and 
A 2A(020)  X 2A(010) in the approximation of a 

weakly asymmetric prolate top and we obtained new 
spectroscopic data: the rotational constants of the 
2A(001) and 2A(020) states and the vibrational 
frequencies 2 and 3 of the 2A states. 
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